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China’s stuttering 
economy braces for 
impact of deadly virus 

China’s struggle to contain the deadly coronavirus is
deepening concerns about the impact on the world’s
number-two economy, as factories stay closed and

millions of consumers remain holed up at home. The epidem-
ic, which has killed hundreds and infected more than 24,000,
has led to sweeping travel restrictions across the country as
well as the closure of popular tourist attractions, businesses,
schools and entertainment venues.

Central Hubei province - at the epicenter of the outbreak
- has effectively been locked down since late January with
other cities imposing restrictions this week in the eastern
industrial belt, including the home of tech giant Alibaba.
Now, economists are warning of a bruising first quarter for
the already stuttering economy - and potentially a severe hit
to full-year growth-after a ruined Lunar New Year holiday,
with some saying it could prove more painful that SARS.

“The inopportune timing of the outbreak around Chinese
New Year, a time of increased transport and economic con-
nectivity... as well as the lockdown of affected regions all add
to the equation,” said Louis Kuijs of Oxford Economics. The
crisis also comes as Beijing battles to kickstart growth after a
drawn-out slowdown caused by weak overseas demand and
the US trade war, and there are building concerns a hit to
China could have a domino effect globally. Moody’s analysts
said the virus was “a serious mounting threat to the fragile
Chinese and global economies”, adding that there are “no
good scenarios”.

Quiet factories 
Many factories closed for the Lunar New Year break

have delayed reopening-exceeding a three-day extension of
the holiday that authorities imposed to prevent large public
gatherings. Manufacturing accounts for around a third of
China’s economy and the auto industry is set to take a sharp
blow, given that Hubei’s quarantined capital, Wuhan, is
among China’s largest production bases. A Ford spokesman
told AFP production would resume around next week, but
said the epidemic has already “suppressed or delayed con-
sumer purchases to a large degree”.

Dongfeng Motor Corporation, which is based in Wuhan
and is one of China’s biggest auto groups, said its reopening
“will depend on the prevention and control of the epidemic”.
Ratings agency S&P has predicted the delay in opening fac-
tories could hit car production by up to two percent and
warned the real impact may be larger as workers could
potentially shun Hubei when called back to work. Oxford
Economics believes the virus could knock at least two per-
centage points off China’s growth in the first quarter before
seeing an improvement in April-June.

Still, it cut its full-year outlook to 5.4 percent expansion-
markedly down from its previous estimate of six percent,
which was in line with 2019 and the slowest in three decades.
However, the biggest hit to the economy is likely to be from
China’s army of consumers saying at home, observers said,
with Moody’s analysts expecting spending on transportation,
retail, tourism and entertainment to be hammered.

The 2019 Lunar New Year holiday saw retail and catering
enterprises report combined sales of around $150 billion,
according to state news agency Xinhua. Domestic travel rev-
enues clocked in at more than $73 billion, it said, as people
travelled across the country to visit family, while the
Forbidden City hosted nearly half a million visitors. But this
year, shopping malls, eateries, cinemas and transport hubs
were quiet, while the Forbidden City was closed.

State support 
Big-name high-street titans are also feeling the strain.

Nike and clothing giant H&M have both closed half their
stores in China, with the Swedish firm telling AFP a “short-
term impact on sales is inevitable”. Jewelry chain Pandora
said there had been “an unprecedented decline in con-
sumer traffic in China and Hong Kong”. Apple and
Starbucks have also shut down outlets. Passenger volumes
on air, rail, road and water transport plunged more than 70
percent from a year ago.

Analysts at Allianz and Euler Hermes warned the eco-
nomic impact could surpass the SARS epidemic because
private consumption is now a much more important driver
of economic growth than in 2003. While authorities have
stepped up to provide support-the central bank has
pumped more than $200 billion into financial markets this
week-Moody’s analysts said the full benefits are “unclear”
for now. “Given the high levels of uncertainty, consumers
may simply save the spending they had planned for the
Lunar New Year holiday, and could spend more cautiously
in general,” they said.

ING economist Iris Pang added that with the central bank
having done its part to avoid “market chaos”-Shanghai equi-
ties have clawed back some of Monday’s near-eight percent
rout-government fiscal stimulus is next on the cards. Beijing
has already been spending on rapidly building hospitals in
Wuhan, and eased import duties and consumption tax on
medical equipment. But experts warn of a larger spillover
effect on supply chains, with DBRS Morningstar noting
China makes up 17 percent of global GDP, while a growing
list of nations banning flights to and from the country will
have a huge impact on their tourist sectors.  —AFP

Speaker of the US House of Representatives Nancy Pelosi extends her hand to US President Donald Trump before he delivers the State of the Union address at the US Capitol in
Washington on Tuesday. —AFP

Emboldened Trump gives Dems reason to fret
US President Donald Trump took

the stage for his State of the
Union speech in an unfamiliar

position: With the wind at his back. For
most of his three years in office, Trump
has been surrounded by tumult, much of
it of his own making, resulting ultimately
in his impeachment by the House of
Representatives. Now, for the first time
in a long time, things are looking up.

He was on the verge of being acquit-
ted by his fellow Republicans in the US
Senate yesterday. Opinion polls show his
approval ratings on an upswing. And the
Democratic presidential nomination race
was consumed by chaos as results from
the Iowa caucuses this week were
delayed by a full day because the mobile
app used to record the results had a
coding problem.

For Trump, the timing could not be
better. Despite being impeached, he is
firmly entrenched in office, after surviv-
ing the Mueller investigation into
Russian electoral interference and accu-
sations that he abused his office by pres-
suring Ukraine to investigate a political
rival, former vice president Joe Biden.
“He has had existential political threats
facing him from the moment he was
elected until tomorrow,” said Texas-
based Republican consultant Matt

Mackowiak, referring to the impending
acquittal vote on impeachment charges.

All of it brought out the showman in
the former reality TV star during his State
of the Union speech on Tuesday night. At
one point, he choreographed a reunion
between a US servicemember returning
from Afghanistan and his family to cheers
from lawmakers. Along that line, for much
of the speech, Trump appeared to be
making an overt appeal to suburban vot-
ers who could decide his fate.

Right turn
He spoke of child-care initiatives, and

efforts to combat AIDS and the opioid
crisis. He called for greater transparency
for medical bills, and he sought to take
credit for protecting Americans with
pre-existing healthcare conditions, even
though his administration supports a
lawsuit that would gut the Affordable
Care Act. Trump also touted bipartisan
accomplishments such as the US-
Mexico-Canada trade deal and vowed to
protect entitlement programs such as
Medicare and Social Security. He
pledged to protect the public from the
coronavirus that is spreading in China
and beyond.

But lest anyone think the combustible
Trump had turned touchy-feely, he also

reassured his hardline supporters by
previewing what promises to be a recur-
rent campaign theme: Accusing
Democrats of supporting unlimited free
healthcare to undocumented immigrants.
As he did during his first presidential
campaign, he warned of the dangers of
so-called “Sanctuary Cities” and
detailed incidents of violent crime com-
mitted by border-crossers.

Trump, too, seemed eager to exploit
divisions among Democrats as they strug-
gle to settle on a candidate who could
mount the biggest threat to him. The early
favorite, Biden, appeared to have stum-
bled badly in Iowa, while US Senator
Bernie Sanders, a democratic socialist,
was much more competitive. At one point,
Trump appeared to reference Sanders,
who favors a government-run healthcare
system, by declaring “We will never let
socialism destroy American healthcare!”

At a campaign event in New
Hampshire, Sanders drew a laugh from
the crowd on Tuesday when he ques-
tioned Trump’s pledge to improve
healthcare in America: “Really? How
gullible do you think the American peo-
ple are?” he said. In his speech to
Congress, Trump did not address the
most polarizing topic in the room, the
months-long attempt by Democrats to

remove him from office. He avoided any
temptation to take a victory lap ahead of
yesterday’s Senate vote.

“It was very smart to ignore the
impeachment trial, stay above the fray
and instead provide a laundry list of
accomplishments along with proposals
that will keep his base rock solid,” said
Ron Bonjean, a Republican strategist in
Washington. That did not stop partisan
tensions from running high. At the close
of his remarks, Democratic leader Nancy
Pelosi, who had orchestrated Trump’s
impeachment in the House, tore up her
copy of his speech. Earlier, Trump had
refused to shake her hand upon entering
the chamber.

While recent polls showed that more
than 40 percent of Americans favored
Trump’s conviction and removal from
office on charges that he tried to per-
suade Ukraine to interfere in the coming
election, Trump received good news
from another poll on Tuesday. The
Gallup organization said he had reached
his personal best in their tracking poll,
hitting 49 percent approval - the highest
since he took office. That prompted
nervous Democrats on social media all
day to fret that Trump, after three years
of non-stop drama, might be peaking at
just the right time.  —Reuters
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‘Don’t go out’: A 
grim message in 
Alibaba hometown 

Aloudspeaker broadcast ominous
instructions across the deserted streets
of Hangzhou, the eastern Chinese city

that is home to e-commerce giant Alibaba:
“Please don’t go out, don’t go out, don’t go
out!” Hangzhou is famous for being where tech
tycoon Jack Ma founded his online shopping
business in an apartment two decades ago, a
one hour journey on a bullet train from
Shanghai. But as large parts of China come to
a standstill in a bid to end the spread of the
deadly novel coronavirus, green fences and
“no entry” signs blocked streets near the
headquarters of one of the world’s most valu-
able companies.

Alibaba’s headquarters are inside one of
three Hangzhou districts where some three
million people were told this week that only
one person per household would be allowed
outside every two days, to buy necessities.
The city is on an extended Lunar New Year
holiday as part of efforts to keep people
indoors and a temperature check had been set
up outside the Alibaba office, near a “2020
Happy New Year” sign in English and the
company’s logo.

Nobody was seen coming in or out, and a
security guard told AFP that the company’s
parks across the country were closed. Several

roads in closed-off Yuhang district were sealed
and manned by security personnel. Blue signs
explained: “Due to the requirements of epi-
demic prevention and control, the road ahead
is closed, please go around. Thank you for
cooperating!” In nearby streets, a message
blared from a loudspeaker urging people to
avoid gatherings. “Please don’t go out, don’t go
out, don’t go out!” said the voice advising peo-
ple to wear masks, wash their hands regularly
and report any people who are from Hubei.

Alibaba said they were focused on “getting
things done” when asked by AFP about the
office closure. The coronavirus outbreak has
cost 490 lives in China and so far infected over
24,000 people, mostly in Hubei, whose 56 mil-
lion people have been under virtual lockdown
since late last month. Hangzhou, which has a
population of nine million, has 141 confirmed
cases. At least three other cities in Zhejiang
province - Taizhou, Wenzhou and parts of
Ningbo - have imposed similar restrictive
measures on people leaving their homes.

Getting food 
The normally packed shores around West

Lake - Hangzhou’s central tourist attraction -
were deserted. Few taxis were available in the
city’s quiet streets. Inside sealed off areas, res-
idents in masks came out of buildings to col-
lect food and groceries from deliverymen,
watched by local volunteers in red arm bands.
Boxes of supplies piled up on the pavement.
One resident came out to collect her goods
wearing a blue plastic apron over pink pyja-
mas, mask and ski goggles. A 35-year-old man

surnamed Chen said he had already stocked
up before the new year holiday, but that there
was now competition for food. “I have to get
up at 6:00 every morning to grab goods, or
else I won’t be able to get any,” he said. 

‘Victory is not far away 
Two South African women told AFP that

when they left their building to get groceries,
guards took their details in order to enforce
the limits on outbound trips. But AFP saw sev-

eral other people walk out of the building
without having to give any details or checks.
Deliverymen also moved easily in and out of
the fenced-off residential areas to drop off
groceries. “There are no patients in (the com-
pound), it’s just a preventive effect,” said 27-
year-old local Wang Runyu. The voice in the
loudspeaker urged residents to be patient:
“We know it’s hard to stay inside the house.
Please tolerate it for a few more days. ...
Victory is not far away.” —AFP

Security personnel checks the temperature of shoppers at Hema, an Alibaba super-
market in Hangzhou, near the Alibaba headquarters. —AFP

In divided America, 
impeachment may 
become less rare 

In the more than 230 years of US history, only three
presidents have suffered the humiliation of an impeach-
ment trial. Yet in the last half-century, this dramatic pro-

cedure seems to have become “normalized” in a way ana-
lysts say is unlikely to be reversed soon. Impeachment is a
rarely used and powerful weapon, provided by the US
Constitution as a means to remove a president found guilty
of “treason, bribery, or other high crimes and misde-
meanors”. Only Andrew Johnson in 1868, Bill Clinton in
1998 and now Donald Trump have faced Senate impeach-
ment trials. The Constitution sets a high bar for the removal
of a president requiring the votes of 67 of the 100 sena-
tors, and Trump, like his two predecessors, was expected
to be acquitted Wednesday in his trial before the Senate.
But while impeachment has been a rare and historic event,
it is not nearly as rare as it was. Johnson’s impeachment
came nearly 100 years after the nation’s founding. 

But it has been just over 21 years since Clinton’s impeach-

ment trial. And only 24 years before that, Richard Nixon
resigned his presidency to avoid the indignity of impeach-
ment over the Watergate dirty-tricks scandal. More recently,
the threat of impeachment was raised, unsuccessfully,
against George W Bush over the invasion of Iraq, and even
against Barack Obama on rather shakier grounds, such as
the false claim that he was born outside the United States.

‘An alarming trend’ 
“Trump’s impeachment is less a historic moment than a

continuation of an alarming trend,” Michael Gordon, a for-
mer member of the Clinton administration, wrote on the
Business Insider website. “Considering the increasing divi-
sion in our country...,” he added, “it’s likely that impeach-
ment will soon become normalized.” Trump’s lawyers
warned of that during the Senate trial. Without dwelling on
the charges facing the Republican president - that he with-
held aid from Ukraine to pressure it to investigate his polit-
ical rivals - his lawyers asserted that even if the facts were
proven, they would not justify Trump’s removal from office. 

“The bar for impeachment cannot be set this low,”
argued Jay Sekulow, Trump’s lead outside counsel in the tri-
al. That, he said, would “impact the functioning of our con-
stitutional republic and the framework of that Constitution
for generations”. Members of a minority party, added
Republican Senator Rand Paul, could use impeachment “as
a weapon to get rid of a president they simply don’t like”. 

But James Thurber, a political science professor at
American University in Washington, said he was skeptical
of this argument. “There is no doubt that America has
been polarized, is polarized and will continue to be polar-
ized, because of a variety of phenomena, not the least of
which is that we have this real urban/rural split,” he told
AFP. But the impeachment procedure is “such a serious
thing that people will not want to go through that again,”
he said. “There will be other mechanisms to compete
between parties.” The weapon of impeachment can, of
course, be turned against those who wield it. Republicans
paid a price at the ballot box the November after the
Senate acquitted Clinton of charges stemming from his
liaison with White House intern Monica Lewinski. In
Trump’s case, the polls are mixed. It won’t be clear until
the Nov 3 elections how big a factor - for or against -
impeachment might be in voters’ minds. 

For Thurber, the future of impeachment will depend
largely on the attitude of the next few presidents, who he
said may be impelled by the current impeachment drama to
“be more careful on how they speak and how they act than
this president”. Another political scientist, Mark Rozell of
George Mason University near Washington, said that “if the
impeachment bar has now been lowered, it may not be an
altogether bad thing”; it might give future presidents added
incentive to “operate within the legitimate boundaries of
their constitutional power.” —AFP


